
Walkthrough / reference for Book 5: Untold Legend of Korra, version 0.7 public.

Korra and Asami have two hidden stats for love and lust points. These are 
affected by your dialogue choices.
The highest stat wins, so no need to worry about maxing out one side, just make 
sure it's higher than the other.
It mostly affects dialogue, such as reaction to mc cumming in their mouth 
without warning. Not sure about images.

Prologue: Welcome to Republic City
==================================
Available from Air Temple menu, daytime.
Right after talking to Tenzin, select Prologue: Welcome to Republic City
Then go outside and visit all the places. When done, click the Air Temple or the
watch in the lower part of the map screen.
Call it a day

Unlocks Korra working in the park.

Episode 1: Young Blood
======================
Go to movers and start the next quest.
Go to the park and talk to Gommu. He wants money to help, but you have some 
starting funds.
End day and go to the park in the morning, to check up on Gommu. Remember to set
Korra to work. Do this for a couple of days until you meet Skoochy.

Your friendship with Sandy has increased.
You can now watch movers shooting in Blue Movers.

Episode 2: Triple Threat
========================
Go to Lin in the Police HQ and start the next quest.
Not sure if it matters, but I chose to flirt with her at every opportunity.
Go home to the Air Temple, rest until evening, then go to the park. 
Do the same next night and decide if Guru likes watching or not :-)
Do the same a third night and meet the Triple Threat. And Asami.

Now you get to meet the shopkeepers in the mall. 
Next day, you will talk to Lin and the episode ends.

You can now use the shops in the mall.

Korra:
  Get her training at least one level of both obedience and shameless.
  This will allow you to enter her room in the evenings. Can't do much in there 
though.
  
Asami:
  Her room is still locked. In a couple of days, she will wake you up at night. 



Be sure to say yes and her room will be open in the evenings.
  After that you can do Reticence: Chit Chat with her.

  
Episode 3: Midnight Mystery / Secrets of Nights
===============================================
In the evening, to and try to enter City Hall. You should be prompted to start 
this episode.
Go talk to Sandy.
Next day, go talk to Sandy again. I chose to let Sandy keep a copy.

Your friendship with Sandy has increased.

Episode 4: ABCD - Asami's Bravery Class & Date
=======================================
Requires that Asami's room is open and you have talked with her in Testing her 
Reticence: Chit Chat.
You can start the quest from the Air Temple menu in the evening.
This quest will some days. Remember to make Korra work for money or train.
Next day, go meet Sandy in movers.
Next day, go meet Jargala in Cosplay Clothes store.
Wait three days and go back for a dress.
This ends the quest, but allows you to do Bud: Lesson 1 with Asami.

You become friends with Jargala.
Unlocks clothes for Asami.

Episode 5: Double Trouble
=========================
Requires that you have completed Episode 4 and Korra has Obedience 4 and 
Shameless 4.
Starts from Air Temple automatically, you visit Lin in the Police HQ.
Go to the Spirit Portal in the evening and talk to the spirit.
Do the same next evening and meet an old friend.
One more evening, meet some other old friends :-)
You talk to Lin and the quest ends.

The Spirit actually likes you.
Lin is even more impressed by you.
You can meditate in Aang Memorial Island.

Next morning you are introduced to Raiko.

Episode 6: Master then student now
==================================
Requires that you have completed Episode 3, met Raiko after Episode 5, been 
healed 4 times and Korra has Obedience 7 and Shameless 7.
Go to The Healing House in the mall.
Next day, go to the Cosplay Clothes store and talk to Jargala.
Choose to sweet talk her for the discount.

Korra can now work in The Healing House.



You can teach Kya massage. There are 6 scenes and you need to do them for 
Episode 9.
Your friendship with Jargala has improved.

Episode 7: Light in the Dark
============================
Requires that you have completed Episode 3, met Raiko after Episode 5, been 
healed 4 times and Korra has Obedience 7 and Shameless 7.
Make sure to have less than 10.000 yuan before doing this :-)
Go to Blue Movers to start the episode.
Next day, go to City Hall and talk with either Tenzin or Raiko.
In the evening, go visit Blue Movers.
(Tell Sandy about Korra or not)
Next evening, visit Blue Movers again.

You have now gained access to Elite Service.
You can now watch movers in Blue Movers in the evening. Two new scenes for you.
Sandy is now even happier to have you as her friend.

Episode 8: Friend or Foe
========================
Requires that you have completed Episodes 6 and 7, and have been flashed twice 
in the park at night (the bit where she asks you to come to Aang Memorial and 
happiness punch!)
To start the episode, enter the interrogation room in the Police HQ at night.
The Aand Memorial is now unlocked at night and you're to spend three nights 
there, so go do that.
This completes the episode.

You can now read books at the Aang Memorial. Not sure what that does.
You can now buy dresses for Opal in the Cosplay Clothing store. Each unlocks a 
scene.
Opal's room is now unlocked in the Air Temple.

Episode 9: Prime Service
========================
Requires that you have completed Episode 8, the 6 massage scenes you unlocked 
after Episode 6, Korra has done Spirit: Water in her training and has Obedience 
10 and Shameless 10.
Go to The Healing House and start the episode.
You will need 2000 yuan to buy Korra a masseuse outfit. Once you enter the shop 
with 2000 yuan in your inventory you will get a conversation with Jargala and 
her boobs.
But you can sweet talk a bit for a big discount :-) 
Next day, go and talk to Jargala in The Healing House.

Korra can now work as a healer/nurse in The Healing House.
Your friendship with Jargala has improved.

Episode 10: Two Rice Balls in One Spoon



=======================================
Requires that you have completed Episode 8 and Asami has completed Bud / Lesson 
4.
Go to the park and start the episode.
Next day go to City Hall and Raiko or Tenzin. If you like Gommu, say No to 
Tenzin.
Talk to Asami in the evening.
Next evening talk to Lin in the Police HQ.
Go talk to Gommu in the park.

You can now visit Gommu's house near the Spirit Portal.
Also, visit the Spirit Portal in the evening to hatefuck the spirit.

Episode 11: Red Yellow Green
============================
Requires that you have completed Episodes 9 and 10, Asami has completed Bloom / 
Lesson 3 and Korra has done Mental: Fire.
Visit the mall and the quest will start.
Choose whether Ginger is to be submissive (deception is the best way) or 
dominant (People can't start rumors if).
Visit The Healing House and talk to Kya.
Wait three days, then return with 3000 yuan and get the potion.
In the evening, visit Blue Movers and deliver the potion.

Ginger will now be working in Elite Service.
Blue Movers will be closed during the day.

Episode 12: New Service
=======================
Requires that you have completed Episode 11 and Korra has done Spirit: Fire.
Go to the mall and start the quest.
Go to Korra's room during the day and wake her up.
Visit Jargala for a scene with her.

Korra can now work in Elite Service.
Your friendship with benefits increased with Jargala.

Episode 13: Mrs. Doubtful
=========================
Requires that you have completed Episode 11 and Asami has completed Blossom / 
Lesson 3.
During day go to the map and click the watch in lower right corner to start the 
quest.
You will have a chat with Opal.
Go to Pema's room and start the quest.
Next evening, go talk to Sandy in Blue Movers.
Next day, talk to Raiko at City Hall.
You may choose to warn Tenzin, which will keep Pema faithful. Or don't warn him 
if you want more action and open up Pema's cheating route.



Episode 14: Lesson Beifong
==========================
Requires that you have completed Episodes 10 and 13.
Go to the Police HQ and start the quest.
Next day, go speak with Jargala at The Healing House in the mall to get the 
dress. Again, you can do lewds with her but there is no discount. Do it anyway 
:-)
During the evening, go to Lin at the Police HQ. 

You can now visit her in the evening to "improve her interrogation methods".

There is no scene for her until you have done the following:
 - Episode 14 completed
 - Korra must have done Mental: Air
 - Asami must have done Bloom / Lesson 3
 - Click the watch to end the day on the map screen.

Some events will happen the next few times you go to sleep. Should be a dream 
about a wife. You may need to click the watch to end the day again.
You should get a conversation with Lin, Kyu and Sandy. Game will end next time 
you sleep. Well, you can play on, but there is no more content.

Episode 15: Let Everyone Know
=============================
This is not yet in the game.

Korra's training
================
The game counts how many times you have trained her in Obedience and Shameless, 
and various stuff in the game is unlocked as she gains points here.
So if you get stuck in the game, train Korra in LGBT. Most things requires them 
evenly (as in obedience 4 AND shameless 4).

Shameless increases pay when Korra work.

Here are some of the things that are unlocked.

Level 1: You can visit Korra's room.
Level 2: Korra can work in Blue Movers as a maid, also requires Maid outfit.
Level 3: 
Level 4: Episode 5. Earth level training for Korra.
Level 5: 
Level 6: 
Level 7: Episodes 6 and 7. Water level training for Korra.
Level 8: 
Level 9: 
Level 10: Episode 9. Fire and Air level training for Korra.



Spiritual lessons / Earth: Requires Obedience and Shameless 4 and Korra must 
have cooked for you.
Spiritual lessons / Water: Requires Obedience and Shameless 7 and Korra must 
have done Mental / Earth.
Spiritual lessons / Fire: Requires Obedience and Shameless 10, Korra must have 
done Mental / Water and her blowjobs are unlocked.
Spiritual lessons / Air: Requires Obedience and Shameless 10 and Korra must have
done Mental / Fire.

Physical lessons / Earth: Requires Obedience and Shameless 4 and Korra must have
done Spirit / Earth.
Physical lessons / Water: Requires Obedience and Shameless 7 and Korra must have
done Spirit / Water.
Physical lessons / Fire: Requires Obedience and Shameless 10 and Korra must have
done Spirit / Fire.
Physical lessons / Air: Requires Obedience and Shameless 10 and Korra must have 
done Spirit / Air.

Mental lessons / Earth: Requires Obedience and Shameless 4, Korra must have done
Physical / Earth and have the maid suit.
Mental lessons / Water: Requires Obedience and Shameless 7 and Korra must have 
done Physical / Water.
Mental lessons / Fire: Requires Obedience and Shameless 10 and Korra must have 
done Physical / Fire.
Mental lessons / Air: Requires Obedience and Shameless 10 and Korra must have 
done Physical / Air.

Chakra lessons aren't in the game yet.

Asami's training
================
Testing her reticence: Chit Chat            Available after Episode 2
Testing her reticence: Give me a handjob    Available after park2done
Testing her reticence: Give me a blowjob    Available after park4done
Testing her reticence: Let's have sex       Available after bloom3
  
Asami's Bravery Classes:
  Bud / Lesson 1: Requires Episode 4: ABCD - Asami's Bravery Class & Date
  Bud / Lesson 2: Requires Bud / Lesson 1 and a dress.
  Bud / Lesson 3: Requires Bud / Lesson 2 and a dress.
  Bud / Lesson 4: Requires Bud / Lesson 3 and a dress. Unlocks her blowjobs.
  Bloom - 3 lessons that require Bud / Lesson 4 and Episode 8 (where you unlock 
Opal). Unlocks sex with Asami.
  Blossom - 3 lesson that require Bloom / Lesson 3 and Episode 11: Red Yellow 
Green.


